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Introduction
What is the South East Improvement Collaborative?

The South East Improvement Collaborative is the term being used to 
describe the collaboration between City of Edinburgh, East Lothian, Fife, 
Midlothian and Scottish Borders to improve schools, early learning settings 
and other services for children and young people. You can find out more 
about it here.

What is SEIC Digital?

SEIC Digital consists of two Education Support Officers (Eilidh McKay and 
Stewart Brown) who work closely with digital leads from each Local 
Authority and other partners including Education Scotland and SSERC.

Professional Learning Catalogue (PLC) 

Our Professional Learning Catalogue offers a wide range of learning 
opportunities and is designed to complement your local authorities’ current 
CLPL offering.  These have been mapped to ‘How Good is Our School’.

Practitioners register their interest in a course and the preferred time they 
would be willing to attend.  When the minimum number of participants have 
registered interest, the course will be organised and made available for 
booking.

The current offerings should support practitioners at all levels. There is also 
scope for more consultative style professional learning with Education 
Support Officers meeting with individual schools or clusters. 

Some courses are part of an accreditation process.  Where applicable, SEIC 
Digital will support the accreditation process during the session delivery.

Course Sign Up

You are welcome to register your interest in multiple courses at a time in 
order to build a program of professional learning.  Establishments or 
authority leaders may also register interest on behalf of multiple participants.

You will be asked to complete a survey prior to and post the training delivery.  
This will allow the training to be organised to meet your needs and to 
measure the impact the training delivery has had on your knowledge, 
understanding and skills.  You may also be contacted 6 months following the 
training delivery to evaluate the impact this has had on learning and teaching 
or on your establishment.  

http://www.seicollab.co.uk/


Process Flow Chart

Read through the Professional Learning 
Catalogue

Identify learning opportunities of interest.  

Complete the form (
) providing key information.

When the “minimum number” is reached for an 
area, we organize the course. We might 
contact you about hosting the course.

We create the event on Eventbrite, share the 
link with you and you sign up. 

You then attend the session and help to 
support us by providing feedback. 

http://bit.ly/SEICDigitalPLC


Sign up at: 
http://bit.ly/SEICDigitalPLC

http://bit.ly/SEICDigitalPLC


Digital Tools to Support 
your Learning Environment
An overview of different tools and resources 
that can help to make an impact in different 

learning environments. This will included tools 
specifically for students as well as others to 
engage different stakeholders. CODE: LM33

Digital Learning across the 
4 Capacities

With the recent refocus on the four capacities 
as part of the refreshed narrative, this session 

looks at how digital learning links to each of 
these. It will provide examples of how this 

might look and guide you to specific resources  
and tools. CODE: LP9

Minecraft in the classroom
Explore the block-based world of Minecraft 

and discover methods of utilising the 
Minecraft world to develop learners' 

creativity, problem solving and team working 
skills. CODE: DLC11

Kahoot, Quizizz and 
Plickers- tools to support 

formative assessment
Explore online quiz making tools to support 
implementation of formative assessment in 

your classrooms. CODE: DLC8

Digital Tips and Tricks
A sharing session focused on useful resources 
and good practice in using digital tools across 

the curriculum. CODE: DLC10

Digital tools to support 
formative assessment-Forms

Explore the use of Forms to support formative 
assessment.  Discover how to create engaging 
quizzes, digital breakouts and assessments to 

support your ongoing tracking and 
monitoring.. CODE: DLC5



CPA Approach to teaching 
Computing Science

An opportunity to lo
ok at the concrete-pictorial-abstract 

progression in computer science. This will 
include working with different resources and 
applications that facilitate this pedagogical 

approach. CODE: CS1

Unplugged Computing 
Science

A session looking at how computer science 
can be taught without technology. This will 
look at simple activities you can facilitate in 
your classroom and key resources that you 

can easily access.  CODE: CS6

Spheros- An Introduction
A chance to gain hands on experience with 
this resources and understand the skills and 
knowledge progression. We will look at how 

this resource can be used with a range of 
stages and how differentiate effectively. 

CODE:CS9

Computing Science in the Early 
Years

An opportunity to develop your pedagogical 
understanding of computer science and it's 

place in the curriculum. This will include 
gaining experience in using different 

resources and supporting in understanding 
key terms, vocabulary and where you can go 

for further support. CODE: CS2

Scratch- An Introduction
A chance to gain hands on experience with 
this resources and understand the skills and 
knowledge progression. We will look at how 

this resource can be used with a range of 
stages and how differentiate effectively. 

CODE: CS7

Microbits- An Introduction
A chance to gain hands on experience with 
this resources and understand the skills and 
knowledge progression. We will look at how 

this resource can be used with a range of 
stages and how differentiate effectively. 

CODE: CS13



Digital tools and resources 
to engage reluctant readers
Explore online tools and resources to engage 

reluctant readers.  Discover the power of text-
to-speech software in order to remove 

barriers to learners' reading.
CODE: DLC3

Immersive reader and other 
tools to support accessibility-

Microsoft/ Windows
Immerse yourself in this session exploring 

Microsoft's Immersive reader as well as other 
Windows Accessibility tools

CODE: DLC40

Texthelp Read and Write
Explore the powers of the TextHelp Read and 
Write toolbar.  This toolbar has been designed 

to support learners with literacy difficulties, 
but is a brilliant resource for ALL learner to 

use.  Through effective use of the toolbar you 
will discover how to provide revision methods, 
use the voice typing tools to capture writing, 
text-to-speech and dictionary tools as well as 
understanding how to personalise the toolbar 

to specific learner needs.
CODE: DLC31

Using Teams to support 
collegiality and development 

work
An introduction to teams and how this can be 

used to support a school's working. This 
includes sharing and organising files, using 

planners and effective communication
CODE: LM2

Using Office365 to facilitate 
collaboration

A session looking at how office 365 can allow 
students to work together in a meaningful 

way. There will be activities matched to 
different curricular areas to see how it can be 

used across the curriculum. 
CODE: DL5

Swaying Gently- An 
introduction to Sway

A start to using sway. This session will look at 
creating your first sway and embedding 

different elements. 
CODE: DL8



Management of Digital 
Resources

Guidance on how best to manage your digital 
resources, reflect on your current resources 
and identify possible gaps. It will also suggest 

possible approaches to better maintaining 
your equipment. CODE: LM35

Developing your schools 
Digital Curriculum

An opportunity to utilise self-auditing tools to 
help to identify your school's strengths and 

priorities of where you go next. There is also 
scope for the SEIC digital team to be involve in 

quality assurance and triangulation of data. 
CODE: LP14

Using Digital tools to 
reduce workload

Discover how to work collaboratively with 
colleagues to reduce your workload and 

streamline processes in your establishment.  
Discover how to edit documents in real time 

with others and share these to an online cloud 
space to reduce time and enable anytime 

anywhere access. CODE: SA3

Using digital tools to capture stakeholders 
voice

An overview of a range of tools that can be 
used to engage parents, students, staff and 

other partners. This will focus on both formal 
and informal approaches. 

CODE: LM5

Digital Learning to support 
the Top 10 skills needed by 
industry in the 21st Century

This session focuses on the top 10 skills and 
how digital learning connects with these. This 

will include identifying good practice, 
resources and tools that could help to support 

these. CODE: LP16

Establishing a Pupil Led Digital 
Group in your School

Support with establishing a pupil led digital 
group in your establishment.  Discover 

different processes undertaken by schools 
across the SEIC to establish a 'digital leaders' 

and the impact they have had on digital 
learning in their schools. CODE: SA6

Working together apart- a 
guide to facilitating 

collaboration through 
online tools

An introduction to the office365 or google 
tools that can be used to facilitate distance 
collaboration. This will include face to face 

tools and working on documents 
simultaneously. 

CODE: LM1



Digital Schools Awards- An 
overview of the process

Learn from schools and practitioners who 
have been through the DSAS process 

previously.  Discover useful hints and tips to 
support you and your school on your digital 

journey. CODE: SA8

Digital Schools Award-
Where next?

For schools who have already achieved their 
DSAS recognition.  Discover how to go further 

with your use of digital technology in your 
establishment.

CODE: SA10

Digital Schools Award-
Audit Support

Learn from schools and practitioners who 
have been through the DSAS process 

previously.  Discover useful hints and tips to 
support you in completing your DSAS audits

CODE: SA9

Digital Schools Award-
Cluster Approach

A cluster based approach to support your 
school cluster on their DSAS journey.  Discover 

how to complete the audits and useful hints 
and tips to support your journey to becoming 

a Digital cluster.
CODE: SA11

Quality Assuring your Digital 
Curriculum

An opportunity to work as part of a small 
group to quality assure your digital 

curriculum. There will be support given 
through challenge questions, audits and other 
curriculums to compare to. This will include a 
coaching approach to support reflection on 

your current practice.  CODE: LP13



Using office 365 to support 
Cluster Working

An opportunity to work as part of a small 
group to identify the best approaches and 

tools to use to support either focused work in 
your cluster or to promote greater 

collaboration.  CODE: LM24

A cluster approach to Pupil 
Led Digital Groups

Support with establishing pupil led digital 
groups across your cluster. 

CODE: SA7

Using forms to guide 
professional learning

An introduction to how forms can help to 
inform school priorities in an formative 

manner. This will look at using pre and post 
surveys and the different types of questions 

that can maximise the responses you receive. 
CODE: LM20

Cluster approach to SNSA 
Analysis

A bespoke opportunity to work as a cluster to 
share SNSA data and collaborate to identify 

trends. CODE: LM12



Sign up at: 
http://bit.ly/SEICDigitalPLC

http://bit.ly/SEICDigitalPLC


Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

LM1

Working together  

apart- a guide to  

facilitating  

collaboration  

through online  

tools

Leader  

ship  

Teams 6 2

An introduction to the

office365 or google tools  

that can be used to  

facilitate distance  

collaboration. This will  

include face to face tools  

and working on  

documents  

simultaneously. 1.1 y

LM2

Using Teams to  

support  

collegiality and  

development  

work

Leader  

ship  

teams/  

School  

s 6 2

An introduction to teams

and how this can be  

used to support a  

school's working. This  

includes sharing and  

organsing files, using  

planners and effective  

communication
1.1/

1.2 y

LM3

Moving to

the  cloud

Leader  

ship  

teams;  

School  

s 6 2

A support session to help  

staff transition to work  

purely on the cloud. This  

will be specirfic to the  

infrastructure you use  

and support moving  

towards more sharing  

and collaboration. n

LM5

Using digital tools  

to capture  

stakeholders  

voice

Leader  

ship  

Teams 10 2

An overview of a range  

of tools that can be used  

to engage parents,  

students, staff and other  

partners. This will focus  

on both formal and  

informal approaches. 1.1 n

LM6

Excelling

with  Data

Analysis

Leader  

ship  

Teams 10 2

Training focused on

making greater use of  

formulas, conditional  

formatting and filters to  

get the most out of  

excel. You will expected  

to have a basic  

understanding of excel. 1.1 y



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

LM8

Using digital tools  

to support  

tracking and  

monitoring

Leader  

ship  

Teams 6 2

A bespoke opportunity

to look how digital tools  

can help with quality  

assurance and  

moderation processes in  

your establishment 1.1 y

LM9 Microsoft Forms All 10 2

An introduction to  

microsoft forms. A great  

tools that can beused in  

a range of ways. 1.1 y

LM

1  2

Cluster approach  

to SNSA Analysis

Cluster  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 6 2

A bespoke opportunity

to work as a cluster to  

share SNSA data and  

collaborate to identify  

trends. 1.1 n

LM

1  5

Blogging your  

school's success

Digital

Leader

s 10 2

An overview of good  

practice in using blogs to  

communicate with your  

school's community.

Time will also be given to  

helping participants get  

started with using  

blogging systems. 1.1 n

LM

1  6

Success all

the  Sway

Leader  

ship  

Teams 10 2

An introduction to Sway  

on office 365. Examples  

given of how this can be  

used to create a school  

communication and a  

chance to start using the  

tool. 1.1 y

LM

1  7

Using teams to  

support  

development  

work

Leader  

s of  

Learni  

ng 6 2

An overview of the tools  

that can be used as part  

of teams to guide school  

development work. This  

includes planners,  

conversations and file  

sharing. 1.2 y



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

LM

1  8

OneNote 

to  support  

professiona

l  learning

Leader  

ship  

Teams 6 2

An overview of how

OneNote can be used  

across a whole school to  

help shape your  

approach to school  

development and  

professional learning. 1.2 y

LM

1  9

Using digital tools  

to support shared  

practitioner  

enquiry

Leader  

ship  

Teams 8 2

A sharing session to look

at how different  

technologies can be used  

to support research  

techniques and also how  

different tools can  

support collaborating on  

a piece of practitioner  

enquiry. 1.2 n

LM

2  0

Using forms to  

guide  

professional  

learning

Leader  

ship  

Teams 8 2

An introduction to how  

forms can help to inform  

school priorities in an  

formative manner. This  

will look at using pre and  

post surveys and the  

different types of  

questions that can  

maximise the responses  

you receive.
1.2 y

LM

2  1

OneNote to  

create your own  

Professional  

Learning Journal All 10 2

An introduction to

onenote and all of the  

tools and features this  

includes. The session will  

help practitioners to see  

how this can be used to  

collate their professional  

learning, support  

reflection and help to  

identify their own  

priorities. 1.2 y



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

LM

2  2

Using Office 365  

to support  

effective  

communication  

across Authority

Author  

ity  

Officer  

s/  

Author  

ity  

Leads 2 2.5

An opportunity to work

as part of a small focus  

group to look at how a  

whole authority can get  

this most out of office  

365 tools to make  

communication more  

consistent and effective.  

This will look at the use  

of teams, flows and  

other tools. n

LM

2  3

Establishing a  

network through  

Office 365

Author

ity  

Officer  

s/  

Author  

ity  

Leads/  

Leader  

ship  

teams 2 2.5

An opportunity to work  

as part of a small group  

to identify the best  

approach to supporting  

your network and which  

tools would best meet  

your needs. n

LM

2  4

Using office 365  

to support  

Cluster Working

Cluster  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 4 2.5

An opportunity to work

as part of a small group  

to identify the best  

approaches and tools to  

use to support either  

focused work in your  

cluster or to promote  

greater collaboration. 1.2 n

LM

2  6

Using teams as a  

planning tool to  

support Student  

Led Initiatives

Leader  

s of  

Learni  

ng 6 2

A session to look at how  

different tools in teams  

can be used to facilitate  

student led initiatives.  

This will include ongoing  

conversation, planning  

tools, praise and  

onenote to record their  

achievements.
1.2 n



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

LM

2  7

Shaping your  

Vision, Values  

and Aims using  

digital tools to  

collate  

stakeholders  

voice

Leader  

ship  

Teams 4 2

An approach to meet as  

part of a small team to  

look at how an  

establishment can  

maximise the use of  

digital tools to fully  

access stakeholders  

voices when undertaking  

this important piece of  

work.
1.3 n

LM

2  8

Supporting  

Change through  

digital tools

Leader

s of  

Learni  

ng/  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 6 2

A look at how different  

tools can help to support  

change management in  

your establishment.
1.3/

1.2 n

LM

2  9

An introduction  

to Excel All 10 2

A gentle introduction to

excel and how you can  

make use of it and some  

of it's simple tools as a  

professional.

1.5/

1.1/

1.3 y

LM

3  2

Accessing and

using the Digital  

Intervention  

Toolkit (DIT) All 10 2

To be launched by April  

2020.

1.5/

3.2/

3.1 n

LM

3  3

Digital tools to  

support your  

learning  

environments All 10 2

An overview of different  

tools and resources that  

can help to make an  

impact in different  

learning environments.  

This will included tools  

specifically for students  

as well as others to  

engage different  

stakeholders.
1.5 n



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

LM

3  5

Management of  

Digital Resources All 10 2

Guidance on how best to

manage your digital  

resources, reflect on  

your current resources  

and identify possible  

gaps. It will also suggest  

possible approaches to  

better maintaining your  

equipment. 1.5 n

LM

3  6

Digital tools to  

create  

professional  

publications 8 2

A chance to have hands

on experience with a  

range of different tools  

to help support you to  

produce your own  

content and engage your  

stakeholders. 1.3 n

Learning

Provisions

LP1

Cyber Resillience  

and Internet  

Security at Early  

Level

Early  

Years  

Practiti  

oners/  

Teache  

rs 10 2

A mixture of guidance  

and signpost resources  

to support your  

establishment in  

teaching and promoting  

cyber resillience and  

internet security. 2.1 n

LP2

Cyber Resillience  

and Internet  

Security at First  

Level
Teache  

rs 10 2

A mixture of guidance  

and signpost resources  

to support your  

establishment in  

teaching and promoting  

cyber resillience and  

internet security. 2.1 n

LP3

Cyber Resillience  

and Internet  

Security at  

Second Level
Teache  

rs 10 2

A mixture of guidance  

and signpost resources  

to support your  

establishment in  

teaching and promoting  

cyber resillience and  

internet security. 2.1 n



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

LP4

Cyber Resillience  

and Internet  

Security at the  

BGE
Teache  

rs 10 2

A mixture of guidance  

and signpost resources  

to support your  

establishment in  

teaching and promoting  

cyber resillience and  

internet security. 2.1 n

LP6

Digital Citizenship  

in the Primary  

School

Teache  

rs/  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 10 2

A session looking at

potential approaches in  

developing digital  

citizenship and allowing  

your students to apply  

their knowledge in a  

meaningful manner. 2.1 n

LP7

Digital Citizenship  

in the Secondary  

School

Teache  

rs/  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 10 2

A session looking at

potential approaches in  

developing digital  

citizenship and allowing  

your students to apply  

their knowledge in a  

meaningful manner. 2.1 n

LP9

Digital Learning  

across the 4  

capacities

Teache  

rs 15 2

With the recent refocus

on the four capacities as  

part of the refreshed  

narrative, this session  

looks at how digital  

learning links to each of  

these. It will provide  

examples of how this  

might look and guide  

you to specific resources  

and tools. 2.2 n

LP10

Developin

g  

Creativity  

through  

Computer  

Science

Teache  

rs 10 2

A session looking at how  

computer science can  

help to develop  

curiosity, open  

mindedness, problem  

solving and imagination.  

This will be a hands on  

session and also help  

you to match creativity  

to the curriculum.
2.2/

3.3 n



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

A session looking at how

digital literacies can help

to develop curiosity,

open mindedness,

problem solving and

imagination. This will be

Developing a hands on session and

Creativity also help you to match

through Digital Teache creativity to the 2.2/

LP11 Literacies rs 10 2 curriculum. 3.3 n

A session looking at how

Entrepreneurial different digital tools and

Skill resources can help to

Development support learners in

supported by Teache developing skills in 2.2/

LP12 Digital Learning rs 15 2 enterprise. 3.3 n

An opportunity to work

as part of a small group

to quality assure your

digital curriculum. There

will be support given

through challenge

questions, audits and

Leader other curriculums to

ship compare to. This will

Teams include a coaching

Quality Assuring / approach to support

your Digital Digital reflection on your 2.2/

LP13 Curriculum Leads 6 3 current practice. 3.3 n

An opportunity to utilise

self-auditing tools to

help to identify your

school's strengths and

Leader priorities of where you

ship go next. There is also

Teams scope for the SEIC digital

Developing your / team to be involve in

schools Digital Digital quality assurance and 2.2/

LP14 Curriculum Leads 6 3 triangulation of data. 3.3 n



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

LP16

Digital Learning  

to support the  

Top 10 skills  

needed by  

industry in the  

21st Century All 15 2

This session focuses on  

the top 10 skills and how  

digital learning connects  

with these. This will  

include identifying good  

practice, resources and  

tools that could help to  

support these.
2.2/

3.3

LP17

Using digital  

learning to  

support  

interdisciplinar

y  and cross-

curricular  

learning
Teache  

rs 15 2

An opportunity to look  

at examples of  

interdisciplinary and  

cross-curricular learning  

and understanding how  

digital learning can  

elevate learning in other  

areas. There will be the  

opportunity to plan with  

colleagues and consider  

links across the  

curriculum.
2.2/

3.3 n

Digital Literacy

DL5

Using Office365  

to facilitate  

collaboration All 12 2

A session looking at how

office 365 can allow  

students to work  

together in a meaningful  

way. There will be  

activities matched to  

different curricular areas  

to see how it can be  

used across the  

curriculum.
2.3/

3.3 y

DL8

Swaying Gently-

An introduction

to Sway All 12 2

A start to using sway.

This session will look at  

creating your first sway  

and embedding different  

elements.
2.3/

3.3 y

DL9

A-Sway we go- A  

more in depth  

look at Sway and  

it's possible  

applications All 12 2

This session will look at

how sway can be used  

effectively in the  

classroom, how to best  

facilitate collaboration  

and how to maximise it's  

features.
2.3/

3.3 y



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description

HGI

O  S Acc. CEC

DL17

Creating

music  using 

online  digital

tools
All 12 2

A hands on experience

with different online  

tools to help create  

music. This will look at  

progressing from early  

level upwards.
2.3/

3.3 n

DL18 Garage Band All 12 2

A session looking at the

different elements of  

Garageband and how it  

can be used across the  

curriculum.
2.3/

3.3 y

DL19

Audacity to  

create podcasts All 12 2

This training introduces  

participants to audacity  

and they key tools that  

would need to be taught  

in order for students to  

create podcasts.
2.3/

3.3 n

DL20

Audacity to  

create  

soundscapes and  

other media All 12 2

This session looks at how  

Audacity can be used as  

a creative tools and  

allows users to layer  

different recordings.
2.3/

3.3 n

DL21

Using basic

programmes to

edit and create

images All 12 2

Using microsoft or  

google programs to edit  

and create images.

2.3/

3.3 n

DL22

Using online  

resources to  

extend

image  

manipulatio

n

All 12 2

Using online tools such  

pixlr and sumopaint to  

edit and create images in  

a more advance manner.
2.3/

3.3 n

DL23

Animation at  

Early and

First  Level All 12 2

An introduction to  

different resources to  

support animation in  

your classroom. We will  

also share good practice  

and how it can link to all  

areas of the curriculum.
2.3/

3.3 n



Course
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A

udie 

nce
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.

No.

Duratio  

n Description
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DL24

Animation at  

Second level and  

beyond All 12 2

An introduction to  

different resources to  

support animation in  

your classroom. We will  

also share good practice  

and how it can link to all  

areas of the curriculum.
2.3/

3.3 n

DL28

Digital Data and  

Analysis Tools All 12 2

A session looking at how

to develop your  

students' data and  

anlaysing knowledge and  

skills. This will look at  

key application and  

other resources that you  

can access online.
2.3/

3.3 n

DL29

Developing  

Students'  

Research skills All 12 2

A session looking at how

to develop your  

students' research skills.  

This will look at key  

application and other  

resources that you can  

access online.
2.3/

3.3 n

Computer

Science

CS1

CPA Approach to  

teaching  

Computing  

Science

Teache  

rs 12 2

An opportunity to look  

at the concrete-pictorial-

abstract progression in  

computer science. This  

will include working with  

different resources and  

applications that  

facilitate this  

pedagogical approach.
2.3/

3.3 n



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description
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An opportunity to

develop your

pedagogical

understanding of

computer science and

it's place in the

curriculum. This will

include gaining

experience in using

Teache different resources and

rs/ supporting in

Early understanding key

Computing Years terms, vocabulary and

Science in the Practiti where you can go for 2.3/

CS2 Early Years oners 12 2 further support. 3.3 n

An opportunity to

develop your

pedagogical

understanding of

computer science and

it's place in the

curriculum. This will

include gaining

experience in using

different resources and

supporting in

understanding key

Computing terms, vocabulary and

Science at First Teache where you can go for 2.3/

CS3 Level rs 12 2 further support. 3.3 n

An opportunity to

develop your

pedagogical

understanding of

computer science and

it's place in the

curriculum. This will

include gaining

experience in using

different resources and

supporting in

understanding key

Computing terms, vocabulary and

Science at Second Teache where you can go for 2.3/

CS4 Level rs 12 2 further support. 3.3 n



Course

Target 

A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description
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A session looking at

"computational thinking"

and what is meant by

this. You will have the

chance to see how this

Embedding can link to key areas of

computational the curriculum to help

thinking across Teache make learning more 2.3/

CS5 the curriculum rs 12 2 meaningful. 3.3 n

A session looking at how

computer science can be

taught without

technology. This will look

at simple activities you

can facilitate in your

Unplugged classroom and key

Computing Teache resources that you can 2.3/

CS6 Science rs 12 2 easily access. 3.3 n

A chance to gain hands

on experience with this

resources and

understand the skills and

knowledge progression.

We will look at how this

resource can be used

with a range of stages

Scratch- an Teache and how differentiate 2.3/

CS7 introduction rs 12 3 effectively. 3.3 n

A chance to gain hands

on experience with this

resources and

understand the skills and

Teache knowledge progression.

rs/ We will look at how this

Early resource can be used

Bee-bots and Years with a range of stages

blue-bots- an Practiti and how differentiate 2.3/

CS8 introduction oners 12 3 effectively. 3.3 n
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udie 
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No.

Duratio  
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CS9

Spheros- an  

introductio

n

Teache  

rs 12 3

A chance to gain hands  

on experience with this  

resources and  

understand the skills and  

knowledge progression.  

We will look at how this  

resource can be used  

with a range of stages  

and how differentiate  

effectively.
2.3/

3.3 n

CS10

Online resources  

to support  

Computer  

Science-

Code.org, hour of  

code etc.
Teache  

rs 12 2

A chance to gain hands  

on experience with this  

resources and  

understand the skills and  

knowledge progression.  

We will look at how this  

resource can be used  

with a range of stages  

and how differentiate  

effectively.
2.3/

3.3 n

CS11

Code Club -

establishing your  

first Code Club

Teache  

rs 8 2

A chance to be

introduced to the  

concepts of running you  

own coding club. This  

session will highlight  

resources that you can  

use and where you can  

access support to ensure  

success.
2.3/

3.3 n

CS13

Microbits-

an  

introduction

Teache  

rs 12 3

A chance to gain hands  

on experience with this  

resources and  

understand the skills and  

knowledge progression.  

We will look at how this  

resource can be used  

with a range of stages  

and how differentiate  

effectively.
2.3/

3.3 n

DLC0

Digital Learning

across 

the C 

urriculum
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udie 

nce
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.

No.

Duratio  
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Early

Developing Years Discover how to use

literacy skills Practiti portable tablet devices

through oners/ to support digital literacy

ipads/tablets in Teache and digital skills in Early 2.3/

DLC1 the Early Years rs 12 2 Years settings. 3.3 n

Utilise digital tools to

Teache celebrate your

rs/ establishment's

Using technology Leader achievements and

to engage your ship engage stakeholders at 2.3/

DLC2 stakeholders Teams 12 2 all levels. 3.3 n

Explore online tools and

resources to engage

reluctant readers.

Discover the power of

Digital tools and text-to-speech software

resources to in order to remove

engage reluctant Teache barriers to learners' 2.3/

DLC3 readers rs 12 2 reading. 3.3 n

Digital tools and Discover digital tools to

resources to support and engage

motivate the learners with the

inner Teache numeracy and 2.3/

DLC4 mathematician rs 12 2 mathematics curriculum. 3.3 n

Explore the use of Forms

to support formative

assessment. Discover

Digital tools to how to create engaging

support quizzes, digital breakouts

formative and assessments to

assessment- Teache support your ongoing 2.3/

DLC5 Forms rs 12 2 tracking and monitoring. 3.3 n

Whether it's to support

the 1+2 curriculum or

Technology to EAL learners, this session

support will explore digital tools

languages Teache to support learners with 2.3/

DLC6 learning rs 12 2 their language learning. 3.3 n
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A

udie 

nce

Min

.

No.

Duratio  

n Description
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Discover pedagogical

approaches to

implementing the use of

digital technology in

your classroom. Through

Increase purpose using Bloom's Taxonomy

of learning and the Concrete,

through digital Teache Abstract and Pictorial 2.3/

DLC7 tools rs 12 2 (CPA) model. 3.3 n

Kahoot, Quizziz Explore online quiz

and Plickers- making tools to support

tools to support implementation of

formative Teache formative assessment in 2.3/

DLC8 assessment rs 12 2 your classrooms. 3.3 n

Discover online

resources to support

formative assessment

and increase pupil

participation with digital

technology. Explore

HelloSmart (SMART's

HelloSmart and online learning platform)

other tools to and discover how to

support create your own

formative Teache resources to support 2.3/

DLC9 assessment rs 12 1.5 formative assessment. 3.3 n

A sharing session

focused on useful

resources and good

practice in using digital

DLC1 Digital tips and Teache tools across the 2.3/

0 tricks rs 12 2 curriculum. 3.3 n

Explore the block-based

world of Minecraft and

discover methods of

utilising the Minecraft

world to develop

learners' creativity,

DLC1 Minecraft in the Teache problem solving and 2.3/

1 classroom rs 12 2 team working skills. 3.3 y
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A

udie 

nce
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.

No.

Duratio  

n Description
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A session focused on

talking and listening.

Digital tools and Explore the use of digital

resources to technologies to capture

support talking pupil voice and support

DLC1 and listening in Teache the development of their 2.3/

2 the classroom rs 12 2 presentation skills. 3.3 n

Explore accessibility

features supporting all

learners with their

writing skills. Discover

the powers of voice

Digital tools and typing and text-to-

resources to speech software to

DLC1 engage reluctant Teache engage learners with 2.3/

3 writers rs 12 2 writing. 3.3 n

Using virtual learning

environments to share

homework and other

learning resources.

Explore how to create

and share resources

Sharing digitally to increase the

homework and use of digital technology

DLC1 events through Teache and reduce your 2.3/

4 digital tools rs 12 2 workload. 3.3 n

A hands on session

exploring the use of

DLC1 Using Sway in the Teache Sway as a learning and 2.3/

5 classroom rs 12 2 communication tool. 3.3 y

Explore different digital

tools to support you in

creating your own

resources. Discover

quick hints and tips to

ensure that you are not

spending hours on one

small resource. Discover

how to create a space to

share these with

DLC1 Tools to create Teache colleagues in your 2.3/

6 resources rs 12 2 school. 3.3 n
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udie 

nce
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No.

Duratio  
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Understanding how to

communicate effectively

in the online world is an

important skill for all

learners to develop. This

session will explore

useful hints and tips to

support you in getting

your class blogging,

pedagogies behind this

DLC1 Getting your class Teache and possibilities for 2.3/

7 blogging rs 12 2 progression. 3.3 n

Digital tools to Discover tools to support

support your your learners as they

DLC1 "Student Teache develop their 2.3/

8 Businesses" rs 12 1.5 entrepreneurial skills. 3.3 n

Digital Tools to Explore the vast array of

spark learning in digital tools to support

DLC1 the Social Teache the social subjects 2.3/

9 Subjects rs 12 1.5 curriculum. 3.3 n

Experiment with digital

technologies to support

your science curriculum.

From capturing videos of

experiments, to

capturing the scientific

process, you will leave

this session with new

DLC2 Digital Tools to Teache ideas to utilise in your 2.3/

0 support Science rs 12 1.5 classroom. 3.3 n

Leader

s of

Learni Discover how to capture

ng/ pupil voice through the

Leader use of digital technology.

ship This session will explore

Using digital tools Team/ apps, extensions and

DLC2 to promote pupil Teache software to capture 2.3/

1 voice. rs 6 2 pupil voice. 3.3 n
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udie 
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No.

Duratio  
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Linking with Bloom's,

discover how digital

technologies can support

Using digital tools learners to create,

to develop Higher evaluate, analyse, apply,

DLC2 Order Thinking Teache understand and 2.3/

3 Skills rs 12 2 remember. 3.3 n

Teache

rs/

Leader Discover digital tools to

DLC2 A day in a "Digital ship support everyday 2.3/

5 Classroom" Teams 12 1.5 classroom life. 3.3 n

An overview of the Glow

launchpad and how to

utilise this in your

classroom. A brief look

Teache into the O365/G Suite

rs/ tools available for your

Leader establishment and how

DLC2 Should I stay or ship to use these 2.3/

6 should I glow Teams 12 1.5 appropriately. 3.3 n

Open your classroom up

to others through the

power of digital tools.

Explore how to use video

Teache conferencing software

rs/ and applications to

Connecting to Early provide you with the

other classes Years opportunity to link with

DLC2 through digital Practiti other classrooms across 2.3/

8 tools oners 12 1.5 the SEIC. 3.3 n

This session will focus on

the use of Sumdog as a

digital maths tool.

Discover how to use the

Getting the most analytics to support

DLC2 of your Sumdog Teache learners further in the 2.3/

9 subscription rs 12 1.5 classroom. 3.3 n
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udie 
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This session will focus on

utilising all the features

of EducationCity to

engage learners and

provide meaningful

activities linked to your

planning. Through the

use of LearnIts and

Activities assigned to

individual

learners/groups you will

be able to effectively

differentiate the

experiences and make

the most of your

DLC3 An introduction Teache EducationCity 2.3/

0 to EducationCity rs 12 1.5 subscription. 3.3 n

Explore the powers of

the TextHelp Read and

Write toolbar. This

toolbar has been

designed to support

learners with literacy

difficulties, but is a

brilliant resource for ALL

learner to use. Through

effective use of the

toolbar you will discover

how to provide revision

methods, use the voice

typing tools to capture

writing, text-to-speech

Teache and dictionary tools as

rs/ well as understanding

Leader how to personalise the

DLC3 Texthelp Read ship toolbar to specific 2.3/

1 and Write Teams 12 2 learner needs. 3.3 n

Teache

rs/

Early Explore digital tools to

Years support and capture

DLC3 Tools to support Practiti learners' fine motor skill 2.3/

2 fine motor skills oners 12 2 development. 3.3 n
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DLC3  

7

Using

Greenscreens in  

your classroom

Teache  

rs 12 2

Create animations and  

film using green screen.

2.3/

3.3 n

DLC3  

8

Using Digital tools  

to support  

outdoor learning

Teache  

rs/  

Early  

Years  

Practiti  

oners 12 2

Discover the power of  

the camera on your  

device and how to use  

this in the outdoor  

environment. Create and  

capture observations  

and create artistic  

images through the use  

of photo filters.
2.3/

3.3 n

DLC4  

0

Immersive reader  

and other tools  

to support  

accessibility-

Microsoft/  

Windows

Leader

ship  

Teams

/  

Suppor  

t for  

Learni  

ng  

Teache  

rs/  

Teache  

rs
10 2

Immerse yourself in this  

session exploring  

Microsoft's Immersive  

reader as well as other  

Windows Accessibility  

tools
2.4/3.

1/ 2.5 y

DLC4  

2

Digital tools to  

remove barriers  

in learning

Leader

ship  

Teams

/  

Suppor  

t for  

Learni  

ng  

Teache  

rs/  

Teache  

rs
10 2

Engage reluctant  

learners and those with  

specific needs through  

the use of digital tools.

2.4/

3.1/

2.5 n

Learner

Pathways

Success and

Achievement
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SA1

An introduction  

to "My world of  

work" online  

toolkit

Teache  

rs/  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 12 1.5

Introduction to the

resources and an  

opportunity to have a  

hands on look at these  

prior to using in your  

classroom. 2.7 n

SA2

An introduction  

to the SEIC Digital  

Experiences

Teache

rs/  

Leader  

ship  

Teams

12 1.5 Launching January 2020 2.7 n

SA3

Using Digital tools  

to reduce  

workload

Teache  

rs/  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 12 2

Discover how to work  

collaboratively with  

colleagues to reduce  

your workload and  

streamline processes in  

your establishment.

Discover how to edit  

documents in real time  

with others and share  

these to an online cloud  

space to reduce time  

and enable anytime  

anywhere access.
3.1 n

SA4

An introduction  

to Headspace for  

Educators All 15 1.5

An introduction to this

resource that is free for  

all educators. This  

resources support  

practitioners in reducing  

stress, increasing  

resilience and improving  

sleep. 3.1 n
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SA6

Establishing a  

Pupil Led Digital  

Group in your  

School

Digital  

Leader  

s/  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 10 3

Support with  

establishing a pupil led  

digital group in your  

establishment. Discover  

different processes  

undertaken by schools  

across the SEIC to  

establish a 'digital  

leaders' and the impact  

they have had on digital  

learning in their schools.
3.3

SA7

A cluster  

approach to Pupil  

Led Digital  

Groups

Cluster  

Digital  

Leader  

s/  

Leader  

ship  

Teams 8 3

Support with  

establishing pupil

led  digital groups 

across  your cluster. 3.3 n

SA8

Digital Schools  

Awards- An  

overview of the  

process
Digital  

Leads 10 1.5

Learn from schools and

pracitioners who have  

been through the DSAS  

process previously.

Discover useful hints and  

tips to support you and  

your school on your  

digital journey. 3.2 Y

SA9

Digital Schools  

Award- Audit  

Support
Digital  

Leads 2 4

Learn from schools and

pracitioners who have  

been through the DSAS  

process previously.

Discover useful hints and  

tips to support you in  

completing your DSAS  

audits 3.2 Y

SA10

Digital Schools

Award-

Where next?
Digital  

Leads 2 3

For schools who have

already achieved their  

DSAS recognition.

Discover how to go  

further with your use of  

digital technology in  

your establishment. 3.2 Y
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SA11

Digital Schools

Award- Cluster

Approach

Digital  

Leads 10 2

A cluster based approach  

to support your school  

cluster on their DSAS  

journey. Discover how to  

complete the audits and  

useful hints and tips to  

support your journey to  

becoming a Digital  

cluster.
3.
2

Y


